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Catalans choose lose control of his autonomy
Spanish Government apply article 155

Madrid, 16.10.2017, 21:48 Time

USPA NEWS - No Yes or no, but otherwise. Even knowing that any answer that Yes or no would no be taken by the Spanish
Government as a Yes, the president of the regional government of Catalonia, Mr. Carles Puigdemont, sent Monday a letter to the
Spanish Prime Minister, Mariano Rajoy,, in which refused to confirm if the last Tuesday declared the unilateral independence of
Catalonia. Therefore, the Spanish Government will take control of Catalan autonomy.

Like a mockery to the State of Law and insult to democracy, the constitutionalist parties called Mr. Puigdemont's answer to the request
of the Spanish Government. Spanish Prime Minister, Mr. Mariano Rajoy, responded to the letter of Mr. Puigdemont regretting
“deeply“� not clarify if declared independence of Catalonia and urging to change attitude before 10:00 am next Thursday. The answer
of Mr. Puigdemont is “unacceptable“�, said in a Press conference the vice President of the Spanish Government, Soraya Saenz de
Santamaria. The new ultimatum is the “last chance“� that is given to the Catalan president before applying article 155 of the Spanish
Constitution, providing State control on autonomy rebel. “Was very easy answer Yes or no“� and the Catalan president did nos
stressed the vice President, who blamed to Mr. Puigdemont of the intervetion of Catalan autonomy.

Sources of the Presidency of the Spanish Government admit that likely that the president of Catalonia give reverse are null. If depleted
within-given Mr. Rajoy unchanged, the Spanish Government approved at its meeting of the Friday the application of article 155. The
green light to their application must give the Senate, which will provide the Catalan government the possibility of claim against.
Spanish Government intervention in Catalonia may be delayed until next weekend limited to control the Catalan Police and finance.
Precisely Monday, the Catalan Police chief stated as chargeg to the judge of the National Court, who let him free, against the opinion
of the prosecutor, although he retired passport, he banned leave Spain and imposed required to appear every two weeks before the
judge. He will be accused of a crime sedition not to avoid the celebration of the failed referendum of the last October 1.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-12180/catalans-choose-lose-control-of-his-autonomy.html
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